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-Renewable energy

-Rechargeable energy storage system (RESS)

-Motivation & goals for electric and hybrid-electric vehicles

(1) Reduce petroleum use

(2) Lower releases of greenhouse gases

(3) Decreased emissions of criteria pollutants

(4) Increased energy efficiency

Why electric and hybrid-electric systems?



ICE(internal combustion engine) vehicle

not efficient use of the energy!



Hybrid-electric vehicle

Parallel hybrid system



Power demand in vehicles

Driving schedule: speed as a function of time

Illustration A.1 (p.296) speed → power

Urban driving, average speed, 40 km/h



Power:

Positive: power is needed

Negative: deceleration 

(energy recovery and storage)

Energy: 

Solid: no energy recovered

Dashed: energy recovered  

(hybrid system)



Illustration 12.1

city driving: braking energy ~50% of total 

energy



Battery electric vehicle

V = Vocv – IRΩ

Pmax = Vocv
2 / 4RΩ

Run-time = energy / power

Illustration 12.2



An electric vehicle (battery) Specification

40 kWh battery, Power 90 kW

(Energy density 140 Wh/kg, Power density 250 W/kg)

Battery weight 300 kg

Efficiency 7 km/kWh

e.g. 300 km driving distance 

cf. Gasoline engine: ~800 km, 60~70 liter tank, 12 km/liter

550 Wh/L 



Illustration 12.2

Lifetime → capacity turnover

Coulombs passed before the 

capacity is no longer acceptable

Nominal capacity of the battery

capacity turnover↓ with SOC window↑

CT =

capacity turnover↓ with temperature↑



-Power and energy are key design aims of an electrochemical system for 

energy storage and conversion

Power [W, kW],              Pave = (1/td)∫ IV(t)dt

specific power [kW/kg], 

specific energy [kWh/kg], 

power density [kW/L], 

energy density [kWh/L]

-Ragone plot: 

trade-off between power and energy

Ragone plots

Ch. 7



Hybrid vehicle

Start-stop hybrid: micro-hybrid

5~8% fuel efficiency increase



Series hybrid system



Start-stop hybrid

Energy provided by 

RESS
↑



Useable energy = (3/4)(1/2CVmax
2) = (3/8)CVmax

2

Illustration 12.3



Batteries for full-hybrid electric vehicles

Efficiency of ICE     

1

Specific fuel 

consumption 

(SFC) (g/kWh)

SFC is function of engine speed





Charge-sustaining mode

Degree of hybridization (DOH) = battery power / (engine power + battery power)

Illustration 12.4



Charge-depleting mode



Summary of hybrid designs



Fuel cell hybrid systems vehicles

System efficiency,

ηsys = (IV – ancillary power – electrical loss) / availability of the fuel



Illustration 12.5



Hydrogen fuel cell vehicle
Power 113 kW

Power density 3 kW/l, 2kW/kg 

FC weight 56 kg + 

Efficiency 6 km/kWh

460 km driving distance

cf. Gasoline engine: ~800 km, 60~70 liter tank, 12 km/liter

(5 kg H2 in tank (87 kg) )


